LOVELAND INTEGRATES
CITYWIDE SURVEILLANCE
NETWORK
ART LOVER’S PARADISE
IMPLEMENTS STANDARDIZED
VIDEO SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM
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Panasonic System Communications Company of North America,
a leading provider of security and video surveillance solutions,
is working with the city of Loveland, Colo., to develop and
deploy an integrated, citywide solution built on a foundation of
i-PRO network surveillance cameras, recorders and ASM200
video management software (VMS). The new solution is part of
the destination city’s plan to move the art-centric community
to a standardized video security and surveillance solution
encompassing the Loveland Museum/Gallery, Traffic, Parks &
Recreation, Police, Courts and other departments and facilities.
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In the fall of 2010, the city of Loveland, Colo., found itself in
a predicament: a somewhat controversial piece of art was
vandalized during regular hours at the Loveland Museum/Gallery,
an accredited art and history museum founded in 1937 by local
author, collector, curator and mountain guide Harold Dunning.
“Loveland is a hub of artists, and we are proud of that,” said
John Ham, Systems Administrator in the city’s IT Department,
who is charged with implementing and administering various
IT projects. “This incident with the art collection several
years ago made it clear video surveillance needed to be an
integral part of our infrastructure development strategy.”
Although there was an existing installation of analog
cameras at the site, the aging equipment was failing and not
producing the quality of surveillance video needed. On top
of that, none were focused on the vandalized display. “After
that incident we started to look closely at implementing a
standardized, citywide solution that could be used at the
museum and other facilities simultaneously,” said Ham.
“One key criteria of our new system was that we needed to be
able to individually manage the video by department,” said
Ham. “The Traffic Department needed to be able to manage
their cameras and video feeds and access footage, as well
as the Parks and Recreation and Police departments.”
After a failed attempt to achieve centralized video management
with cameras and video management software from another
vendor, Loveland decided Panasonic full HD 1080p and
HD 720p cameras, recorders and ASM200 management
software could help them achieve their overall goals of
comprehensive security, centralized management, crossdepartment accessibility and the ability to easily add to and
upgrade the video infrastructure to meet future needs.
“When we had the initial incident, it became a top priority for
us to be able to come up with a solution for centralized, easy
to use, accessible video,” said Ham. “After little discussion,
we thought Panasonic certainly could fit the bill and began

the replacement of analog cameras with 10 high-definition
IP cameras, starting at the Loveland Museum/Gallery.”

EVOLUTION OF THE UPGRADE TO
NEW CAPABILITIES
The Loveland Traffic Division had been a longtime user of

Panasonic cameras, but their VMS system was aging and was
not capable of integration with the newer software solutions
being implemented. The VMS system was not Panasonic, but
provided by the Colorado Department of Transportation; and,
while it supported Panasonic analog PTZ cameras at traffic
intersections and hot spots, there was no available local support,
making it cumbersome to add IP cameras and download updated
software drivers.

After the department upgraded to Panasonic WV-SW396A
network cameras and WV-ASM200 software, the city experienced
a major success with the deployment when Loveland hosted the
USA Pro Challenge Professional Cycling Race in 2013, one of the
largest cycling events in the U.S. and the largest spectator event
in the state of Colorado, drawing onlookers and participants
from across the country. Due to a high-profile security breach
at a similar sporting event, sensitivities were heightened across
the country and in Loveland. Police personnel manned the
Traffic Department as an Incident Command Center and cameras
provided real-time monitoring of the heavily attended community
event, keeping residents and visitors safe and secure.
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“The change to Panasonic ASM200 software and Panasonic IP
cameras for traffic has made it easier for Traffic Department
staff to manage our Operations Center video display array and
monitor intersections across the city,” according to Bill Hange,
City Traffic Engineer.
Currently the Traffic Division is using some 31 WV-SW396A
cameras and will soon install another five as part of a plan
to expand traffic monitoring and take advantage of the city’s
access to a fiber optics infrastructure adding video viewing and
recording capabilities to intersections as well as other parts of
the city’s infrastructure.

take control of cameras used by other departments to quickly
achieve situational awareness in the event of an incident. In
addition, the police are using the Panasonic Arbitrator 360° HD
for in-car digital video evidence collection in some cars and
in investigation interview rooms. The system records in 1080p
full-HD resolution to provide image quality and an indisputable
record of events.
The police also use some 84 Toughbook® rugged laptops, with
another 12 in use by the Loveland Fire Department. The Police
Communications Center provides fire, police and ambulance
dispatching and enables dispatchers to monitor all cameras at
the Police and Courts facility.
Sgt. Ryan Ertman, Loveland Police Investigations Supervisor
states, “It is incredibly important that we have a simple,

The Police and Courts building had an aging system, with no
backup or RAID storage and they were looking to replace that. The
police system now consists of 42 cameras [WV-SFV631L, WV-SW158,
WV-SF336, WV-SF438, WV-SC385, WV-SW538] providing internal
and external coverage, including garage bays, prisoner transport
areas, entrance ways and courtrooms. The Police Department
uses three WJ-NV200 network disk recorders to record 24/7 on
motion/exception at night and full motion during the day.
To best leverage the broad surveillance deployment the city also
provides the police department access to the Traffic Division’s
cameras to provide a real-time view of the city. To achieve this,
Loveland utilizes the i-PRO WV-ASM200 video management
software to allow the unification of large, multi-recorder,
multisite networked video systems. Police now have the ability to

reliable and user-friendly system to record our interviews
at the police department. The Arbitrator system meets this
criteria and absolutely meets our public safety needs.”
The city also integrated analog cameras in the Justice Center,
Larimer County courtrooms with the WJ-GXE500 IP encoders,
the latest Panasonic technology. Demonstrating Panasonic’s
dedication to backward compatibility, the encoders integrated
seamlessly with cameras installed some five years ago –
protecting the county’s existing technology investment while
allowing them to take advantage of the latest video technology.
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FIBER CONNECTIVITY BOOSTS
NETWORKING CAPABILITIES
The city of Loveland has access to a 10Gb fiber optic network
backbone connecting some 20 different facilities. The
infrastructure was able to easily support Panasonic’s distributed
processing system and quad streaming technology, making
it the perfect solution for video as it enables high-resolution
720P/1080P performance and recording.
The system continues to lessen the pain points of integrating,
expanding and upgrading older technology, according to Tad Reid
of Open Door, Inc., a Panasonic representative. “The Panasonic
system is able to grow over time because of its backward
compatibility. Processing speed and performance are always
improving as the system grows.”
“Right now we are planning for the replacement of another 40
analog cameras for the Parks & Recreation Department at the
Chilson Recreation and Senior Center and Winona Pool” says Ham.
“The Police Department will set up its own incident response room
and command center, complete with video displays for camera
monitoring.” Down the road, plans may include the incorporation
of facial recognition, license plate recognition and body worn
camera technology for officers, as well as an expansion of PTZ
cameras at the Fort Collins\Loveland Airport.
“A lot of our future video designs will be based on Police
Department needs, what they would like to expand on and of
course the system capabilities,” Ham says. “We have been
extremely happy with the performance of the HD cameras.
They are head and shoulders above anything else we have
seen thus far.”
Ham says the integrated video surveillance solution makes the
city’s job of security easier, instead of each department having
to manage disparate systems. “It allows each department to
accomplish their own video surveillance goals, based on their
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individual needs. We needed a standardized system that we
could easily maintain and be able to turn over management
of the video to the user. If the video belongs to a certain
department they should be able to manage it.”
The city of Loveland continues to expand its surveillance
solution to provide a safe and secure environment for
both residents and the thousands of visitors who attend
annual events and participate in other community activities
throughout the year.

